In this paper we give a combinatorial proof via lattice paths of the following result due to Andrews and Bressoud: for t 1, the number of partitions of n with all successive ranks at least t is equal to the number of partitions of n with no part of size 2 ? t. The identity is a special case of a more general theorem proved by Andrews and Bressoud using a sieve.
Introduction
In this paper we show how to use a lattice path counting technique to establish a relationship between partitions de ned by rank conditions and partitions with forbidden part sizes. We begin with some background on identities of this form.
A partition of a non-negative integer n is a sequence = ( 1 ; : : : ; k ) of integers In 2] Andrews proved Theorem 1 below, showing a relationship between partitions de ned by a constraint on the successive ranks and partitions de ned by a congruence condition on the parts. Theorem 1 is a signi cant generalization of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities 11] which can be interpreted in this framework. Andrews' original result was for odd moduli M, but Bressoud proved in 3] that the result holds for even moduli as well.
Theorem 1 For integers M, r, satisfying 0 < r < M=2, the number of partitions of n whose successive ranks lie in the interval ?r + 2; M ? r ? 2] is equal to the number of partitions of n with no part congruent to 0, r, or ?r modulo M. Garsia and Milne used their involution principle to produce a bijection 9], which, though far from simple, was the rst bijective proof of these identities.
Recently, Theorem 1 attracted the attention of the graph theory community when Erd os and Richmond made use of it to establish a lower bound on the number of graphical parti- Corollary 2 For t 1, The number of partitions of n with all successive ranks at least t is equal to the number of partitions of n with no part`2 ? t'. In this paper, we show how to use a lattice path counting argument to give simple proofs of Corollaries 1 and 2 and several generalizations.
In Section 2, we state and prove the \lattice path identity" and then derive its consequences in Section 3.
Lattice Paths
For integers x 1 x 2 and y 1 y 2 , de ne a north-east lattice path p (x 1 ; y 1 ) ! (x 2 ; y 2 )] to be a path in the plane from (x 1 ; y 1 ) to (x 2 ; y 2 ) consisting of unit steps north and east Let P(n; k) be the set of partitions of n with k parts and let P(n; k; l), P(n; k; > l), and P(n; k; l) be, respectively, those partitions in P(n; k) with largest part l, those with largest part greater than l, and those with largest part at most l. Let R t (n; k) be the set of partitions in P(n; k) with all successive ranks at least t and similarly for R t (n; k; l) and R t (n; k; > l).
Theorem 2 (Lattice path identity) For t 1, jR t (n; k)j = jP(n; k; > k + t ? 1)j ? jP(n ? 2 + t; k ? 2 + t; > k + 1)j:
Proof. Let be a partition in P(n; k; l) Figure 2) . Now, assume l ?k t. (Otherwise, no partition in P(n; k; l) is in R t (n; k; l).) Then to count the partitions in R t (n; k; l) with Durfee square size d we subtract from jP(n; k; l)j the count of those partitions in P(n; k; l) with Durfee square size d whose corresponding pairs ( ; 0 ) give rise to a pair of crossing lattice paths. We count them using the method jR t (n; k; l)j = jP(n; k; l)j ? jP(n ? 2 + t; k ? 2 + t; l + 2 ? t)j:
Finally, summing over all l k + t gives exactly (1). 2 
Consequences
Let R t (n) denote the set of partitions of n with all successive ranks at least t and, as in the previous section, let R t (n; k) denote those with exactly k parts. Similarly, let R =t (n) denote the set of partitions of n with minimum rank equal to t and R =t (n; k) denote those with k parts. P(n) is the set of all partitions of n. Let P s (n) denote the set of partitions of n with no part`s' and P s (n; k) those with k parts. The partitions of n which do contain a part`s' are counted by jP(n ? s)j. So, by splitting P(n) into those partitions which don't contain a part`s' and those which do, we get jP s (n)j = jP(n)j ? jP(n ? s)j: (3) If a partition in P(n; k) has no part`1', we can decrease every part by 1 and still have k parts, so jP 1 (n; k)j = jP(n ? k; k)j: (4) For P(n; k; l), note that, by taking the conjugate, jP(n; k; l)j = jP(n; l; k)j: (5) Also, by partitioning into those partitions which do have a part of size 1 and those which don't, jP(n; k; > l)j = jP(n ? 1; k ? 1; > l)j + jP(n ? k; k; > l ? 1)j (6) and jP(n; k; l)j = jP(n ? 1; k ? 1; l)j + jP(n ? k; k; l ? 1)j:
Therefore we can write for t < 1, applying the lattice path identity (1) for the second equality, jR =t (n; k)j = jR t (n; k)j ? jR t+1 (n; k)j = jP(n; k; > k + t ? 1)j ? jP(n; k; > k + t)j +jP (n + t ? 1; k ? 1 + t; > k + 1)j ? jP(n + t ? 2; k ? 2 + t; > k + 1)j The rst two terms on the right-hand side of the last equality give jP(n; k; k + t)j and applying (6) to the last two terms gives jR =t (n; k)j = jP(n; k; k + t)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t; > k)j: (8) Theorem 3 jR 1 (n; k)j = jP(n ? k; k)j = jP 1 (n; k)j:
Proof. jR 1 (n; k)j = jP(n; k; > k)j ? jP(n ? 1; k ? 1; > k + 1)j (from (1)) = jP(n; k; k + 1)j + jP(n; k; > k + 1)j ? jP(n ? 1; k ? 1; > k + 1)j = jP(n; k; k + 1)j + jP(n ? k; k; > k)j (applying (6) to second two terms) = jP(n; k + 1; k)j + jP(n ? k; k; > k)j (from (5)) = jP(n ? k; k; k)j + jP(n ? k; k; > k)j (removing k in rst term) = jP(n ? k; k)j:
The last equality in the theorem follows from (4).
2
We can now prove the rst corollary of the Andrews-Bressoud theorem.
Proof of Corollary 1 of Theorem 1:
From Theorem 3, summing over k, and from (3) we get jR 1 (n)j = jP 1 (n)j = jP(n)j ? jP(n ? 1)j: 2
We can also use the lattice path identity to prove the following four lemmas from 6] and the second corollary of the Andrews-Bressoud theorem.
Lemma 1 For t < 0, jR =t (n; k)j = jR =t+1 (n ? 1; k ? 1)j:
Proof. From (8), jR =t (n; k)j = jP(n; k; k + t)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t; > k)j:
Thus, for t < 0, jR =t+1 (n ? 1; k ? 1)j = jP(n ? 1; k ? 1; k + t)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t; > k ? 1)j:
Use (7) on the rst term of the right-hand side and split the second term into those that do and do not have largest part k to get jR =t+1 (n ? 1; k ? 1)j = jP(n; k; k + t)j ? jP(n ? k; k; k + t ? 1)j +jP (n ? k; k ? 1 + t; k)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t; > k)j = jP(n; k; k + t)j ? jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t; k)j from (5) +jP (n ? k; k ? 1 + t; k)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t; > k)j = jP(n; k; k + t)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t; > k)j = jR =t (n; k)j: 2 Lemma 2 jR =0 (n; k)j = jR 1 (n ? 1; k ? 1)j:
Proof. From (8) , jR =0 (n; k)j = jP(n; k; k)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1; > k)j = jP(n ? k; k ? 1; k)j + jP(n ? k; k ? 1; > k)j = jP(n ? k; k ? 1)j = jR 1 (n ? 1; k ? 1)j from Theorem 1: 2
Lemma 3 For t < 1, jR =t (n; k)j = jR 1 (n ? 1 + t; k ? 1 + t)j = jP(n ? k; k ? 1 + t)j:
Proof. Repeated application of Lemma 1, followed by application of Lemma 2 gives the rst equality. The second follows from Theorem 1. 
